## Manual Line Cars
For space-damper installation and conductor inspection

### ACCESSORIES
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**MANUAL DISC BRAKES**

**MECHANICAL DISTANCE COUNTER**

### SPECIFICATIONS
- High strength aluminum alloy frame
- Standard 136 kg (300 lb.) capacity
- Urethane lined sheaves
- Two manual disc brakes
- Mechanical distance counter
- Safety cable

### MODELS
- **6105-1** for single conductor
- **6105-2** for two conductor
- **6105-4** for four conductor

### WEIGHT
- **45 kg**
- **55 kg**
- **64 kg**

---

### OPERATION

A tow rope attached to the frame of the car is tied to a roller mounted on the conductor ahead of the car. A pulling rope attached to the roller extends to the ground. The car may be moved between the spans by either manually pulling the rope or by attaching the rope to a mechanical pulling device on the ground.

The roller travels along the conductor ahead of the car and minimizes the downward pull of the tow rope on the line car.

---

At Timberland, engineering is a process of continuous improvement therefore, specifications are subject to change without notice.